Book No.: FR4-00003
Title: L'AFFAIRE DREYFUS: (THE DREYFUS AFFAIR)
Author(s): ZOLA, EMILE
Narrator(s): The French writer's treatise on the unjust conviction of Captain Dreyfus who was charged with treason against the French government in 1894. Zola, in his now-famous letter, 'J'accuse,' written in 1898 to a French newspaper, called the charges against Dreyfus malicious libel.

Book No.: FR4-00004
Title: LE SOLDAT HONTEUX: THE HONORED SOLDIER
Author(s): ZAHNER, ARMAND
Narrator(s): ZOE BELTH
The Nobel prizewinning book about the resistance against Nazi Germany in the Alsace region in France.

Book No.: FR4-00005
Title: SUR L'ANTISEMITISME: ON ANTI-SEMITISM
Author(s): ARENDT, HANNAH
Narrator(s): Arendt traces the history of anti-Semitism from the 16th century to the 20th century and describes how the Nazis used its elements.
Title: LE CHANT DES MORTS: (SONG OF THE DEAD)
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOWFSKY
A collection of stories each of which is dedicated to someone who is no longer alive but who returns in order to tell his story. Wiesel dedicated these stories to his father, his teachers, his childhood friends, and to the six million Jews who died in the Holocaust.

Book No.: FR4-00007
Title: SURVIVRE A TAMBOV: (SURVIVOR AT TAMBOV)
Author(s): ZAHNER, ARMAND
Narrator(s): FRANCILLE H. HLAVATY
The story of an Alsatian Jew who survived the Russian concentration camp at Tambow.

Book No.: FR4-00008
Title: ENTRE DEUX SOLEILS: ONE GENERATION AFTER
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOVSKY
A series of encounters with the shadow of the dead and the vision of the living. The author tries to understand a world that God seems to have abandoned.

Book No.: FR4-00009
Title: CELEBRATION HASSIDIQUE: SOULS ON FIRE
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY
The lives and legends of hasidic masters, and stories about the paths they take to reach for God.

Book No.: FR4-00010
Title: POUR ISRAEL: 'EVENEMENTS' (FOR ISRAEL)
Author(s): BOURDEILLETTE, JEAN
Narrator(s):
The events of the June 1967 Six-Day War between Israel and the Arabs.

Book No.: FR4-00011
Title: ARABES ET ISRAELIENS, UN PREMIER DIALOGUE: (ARABS AND ISRAELIS, A DIALOGUE)
Author(s): HUSSEIN, FRIEDLANDER, & LA COUTURE
Narrator(s):
Transcription of a dialogue between Arabs and Israelis.

Book No.: FR4-00013
Title: REFLEXIONS SUR LA QUESTION JUIVE: REFLECTIONS ON THE JEWISH QUESTION
Author(s): SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL
Narrator(s): PAULETTE BARCLAY
The well-known French existentialist thinker reflects on Jews and Judaism.
Book No.: FR4-00014  
Title: JUIFS ET ARABES: JEWS AND ARABS  
Author(s): MEMMI, ALBERT  
Narrator(s): ZOE BELTH  
A book dealing with the concerns and the relationships between Jews and Arabs.

Book No.: FR4-00015  
Title: CELEBRATION BIBLIQUE: FIVE BIBLICAL PORTRAITS  
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE  
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY  
A study of the prophets Joshua, Saul, Jeremiah, Elijah, and Jonah.

Book No.: FR4-00016  
Title: L'HOMME DOMINE: ESSAYS  
Author(s): MEMMI, ALBERT  
Narrator(s): ZOE BELTH  
Essays.

Book No.: FR4-00017  
Title: LE MENDIANT DE JERUSALEM: (A BEGGAR IN JERUSALEM)  
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE  
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY
Wiesel makes use of an ancient legend in an attempt to comprehend events in Jewish history such as the Holocaust and the reclaiming of the Western Wall in Jerusalem in June 1967. The beggars in the title are symbolic of Jews in all lands throughout history.

Book No.:FR4-00020
Title:LE DERNIER DES JUSTES
Author(s):SCHWARZ-BART, ANDRE
Narrator(s):LILIANE YURKOFSKY
A novel about Jewish suffering and martyrdom over the ages, beginning in 12th-century England and ending with the death of one of the thirty-six Just Men in a Nazi gas chamber.

Book No.:FR4-00021
Title:LE SERMENT DE KALVILLAGE
Author(s):WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):LILIANE YURKOFSKY
The mythical tale of a village like all other villages in the Carpathian mountains. Faced with trumped-up ritual murder charges, the population subject themselves to a mystical vow of silence in face of the imminent pogrom. All perish except for Azriel who wanders the earth until forced to break into speech to rescue another victim.

Book No.:FR4-00022
Title:LA STATUE DE SEL
Author(s):MEMMI, ALBERT
Narrator(s):ZOE LANTELME BELTH
Fiction.

Book No.: FR4-00023
Title: UN SAC DE BILLES: A BAG OF MARBLES
Author(s): JOFFO, JOSEPH
Narrator(s): LILANE YURKOFSKY
A memoir of the author as a young boy during the holocaust. His father gave him and his brother 5,000 francs each with instructions to leave Nazi-occupied Paris to join their brothers Henri and Albert in Menton on the Mediterranean Coast where they would be safe.

Book No.: FR4-00024
Title: LA NOSTALGIE N'EST PLUS CE QU'ELLE ETAIT (NOSTALGIA
Author(s): SIGNORET, SIMONE
Narrator(s): ZOE LANTELME BELTH
The autobiography of an award-winning French film and stage actress who appeared during the 1960s.

Book No.: FR4-00025
Title: L'ESPION QUI VENAI D'ISRAEL
Author(s): DAN, BEN
Narrator(s):
True stories of espionage by two knowledgeable Israeli newsmen.

Book No.: FR4-00026
Title: UN JUIF AUJOURD'HUI
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE  
Narrator(s):  
Personal collection of author's recent essays on youth, days in Auschwitz, his life at present.

Book No.: FR4-00027  
Title: LA NUIT: THE NIGHT  
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE  
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY  
An autobiographical novel in which the author recounts his childhood experiences in Nazi death camps and his loss of faith in a divinity.

Book No.: FR4-00028  
Title: AGAR  
Author(s): MEMMI, ALBERT  
Narrator(s):  
A biblical novel about Hagar, Sarah's servant.

Book No.: FR4-00030  
Title: LE SANG DE L'ESPOIR: OF BLOOD AND HOPE  
Author(s):  
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY  
The story of Pisar's life serves as a commentary on this century, touching on the depths and the heights of human experience. A Holocaust survivor, Pisar is a leading international lawyer. He worked as an advisor for the Kennedy administration and the Senate, and was made a US citizen by a special act of Congress.
Book No.: FR4-00031
Title: QUAND VIENT LE SOUVENIR: (WHEN MEMORY COMES)
Author(s): FRIEDLANDER, SAUL
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURK
A memoir by the historian. Through flashbacks, the author evokes his childhood and adolescence, from a comfortable, middle-class, assimilated Jewish home in 1930s Prague to separation from his parents in Nazi-dominated France. The book is a response to the question: after such horror, what does it meant to be a Jew in Israel now?

Book No.: FR4-00032
Title: MEDECIN DE CORDOUE, LE: THE PHYSICIAN OF CORDOVA
Author(s): LE PORRIER, HERBERT
Narrator(s): ZOE BELTH
A historical novel telling of Maimonides' boyhood in Cordova, Spain, his exile and how he settled in Cairo and became the physician to Saladin.

Book No.: FR4-00033
Title: ISRAEL, ISRAEL: HISTOIRE DU GROUPE STERN
Author(s): YALIN-MOR, NATHAN
Narrator(s): ZOE BLETH
For the first time, the leader of the Stern Gang, Abraham Stern breaks his vow of silence and tells of his exploits.
During the Stalinist purge of August 12, 1952, Russia's greatest Jewish poets and novelists disappeared. Wiesel has created one representative character who begins to understand the consequences of the Communist world he has helped create. It is his testament, standing in for the other nameless martyrs, that lies at this book’s core.
In the post-Holocaust world Levy writes that 'Truth, Good and Justice' will prevail. He surveys Judaism and Christianity for ways to combat what he calls the modern totalitarianisms of both left and right.

Book No.:FR4-00037  
Title:LES POUPEES DECENDRE  
Author(s):TORRES, TERESA  
Narrator(s):LILIANE YURKOFSKY  
Fiction.

Book No.:FR4-00038  
Title:PAROLES DU TALMUD: WORDS OF TALMUD  
Author(s):CAMPHY, OVADIAH  
Narrator(s):RENEE RATEN  
Words of Talmud.

Book No.:FR4-00039  
Title:LE ZOHAR. LE LIVRE DE LA SPLENDEUR: THE BOOK OF SPLENDOUR  
Author(s):SHOLEM, GERSHOM  
Narrator(s):RENEE RASEN  
The Book of Splendour

Book No.:FR4-00040  
Title:L'ANGOISSE DU ROI SALOMON: (THE ANQUISH OF KING SOLOMON)  
Author(s):AJAR, EMILE
A retired, elderly tailor uses his free time to help other senior citizens feel young again, while disguising his own fear of death.

Book No.: FR4-00042
Title: L'ELEMENT JUIF DANS LA LITTERATURE FRANCAISE: THE JEWISH ELEMENT IN FRENCH LITERATURE
Author(s): LEHRMAN, C.H.
Narrator(s): RENEE ROSEN
Essays (non-fiction)

Book No.: FR4-00043
Title: ANTHOLOGIE JUIVE
Author(s): FLEG, EDMOND
Narrator(s): RENEE ROSEN
Essays

Book No.: FR4-00044
Title: LEON BLUM
Author(s): LACOUTURE, JEAN
Narrator(s): ZOE LANTELME BELTH
This is the biography of the French Jewish politician Leon Blum who started off his career in 1898 as the lawyer who assisted in the defense of Emile Zola when the latter was prosecuted for defending Dreyfus. After two terms as premier of France, Blum came out of a Nazi concentration camp to take power for the last time in 1946.
Wiesel discusses what he believes are the lessons of the mass killings of both Cambodia and the Holocaust.

Wiesel's novel, set in Palestine during the Jewish struggle with the British, follows the thoughts and memories of Elisha, 18, who has been selected to kill an Englishman at dawn.

History.

Wiesel, Elie.

Eilion, Eliahou.

Wiesel, Elie.
This novel, initially set in World War II Hungary, follows a Hungarian-Jewish boy as he joins the Partisans and ultimately finds safety, but not peace, in the United States.

Book No.: FR4-00049
Title: LE CINQUIEME FILS: THE FIFTH SON
Author(s): WIESEL, ELLIE
Narrator(s): LIANE YURKOFSKY

Ficrion.

Book No.: FR4-00051
Title: LES VOIX DE MARRAKECH
Author(s): CANETTI, ELIAS
Narrator(s): MARIANNE HAYDU

Autobiography.

Book No.: FR4-00052
Title: SIGNES D'EXODE
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): LILIANE YURKOFSKY

Wiesel reflects here on man's inhumanities to his fellow men. He cautions that man will eventually have to give an accounting for his actions and his judges will be the dead.

Book No.: FR4-00053
Title: LE JUIF IMAGINAIRE
The author demonstrates how each Jewish person is a composite of a whole, an individual who is still part of a culture, and a tradition.

Book No.: FR4-00054
Title: CONTRE LA MELANCOLIE: FOUR HASIDIC MASTERS
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): FANCILLE H. HLAVATY
A sequel to the author's 'Souls on Fire', the book portrays four Hasidic masters and their struggles against melancholy.

Book No.: FR4-00057
Title: ANN ET SON ORCHESTRE
Author(s): 
Narrator(s): 

Book No.: FR4-00058
Title: ZALMEN OU LA FOLIE DE DIEU: ZALMAN, OR THE MADNESS OF GOD
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): MARIANNE HAYDU
Arts.

Book No.: FR4-00059
Set in Tunisia around 1874, this is the story of how a group of Jewish women managed to change their world by not accepting the traditional roles laid down for them.
Title: VIENNE AU CREPUSCULE (VIENNA IN THE TWILIGHT): (VIENNA IN THE TWILIGHT)
Author(s): SCHNITZLER, ARTHUR
Narrator(s): A portrait of the Viennese intelligentsia at the end of the nineteenth century

Book No.: FR4-00066
Title: LES FILS D'ABRAHAM: (THE SONS OF ABRAHAM)
Author(s): HALTER, MAREK
Narrator(s): MARIANNE HAYDU
A continuation of the family saga Halter started in 'The Books of Abraham,' based on the records of the Halters themselves. In this book, the focus is on the family in post-World War II Israel where Hugo and his wife, Sigrid, are killed. Marek Halter sets out to determine the circumstances surrounding their deaths.

Book No.: FR4-00067
Title: RECUELI: SOURCES
Author(s): YANKELEVITC, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): TANIA KOVACS
Fiction.

Book No.: FR4-00068
Title: DU DESERT AU LIVRE. ENTRETIENS AVEC MARCEL COHEN: FROM THE DESERT TO THE BOOK. DISCUSSIONS WITH MARCEL COHEN
Author(s): JABES, EDMOND
Narrator(s): MARIANNE HAYDU
Essays (non-fiction).

Book No.: FR4-00069
Title: VILLE DE LA CHANCE, LA: THE TOWN BEYOND THE WALL
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s): TANIA MATERMAN
The story of a young Jew who has survived Nazi atrocities and returns to his native town behind the Iron Curtain after the war.

Book No.: FR4-00071
Title: LE BERCEAU DE BAMBU: THE BAMBOO CRADLE
Author(s): SCHWARTZBAUM, ABRAHAM
Narrator(s): ZOE LANTELME BELTH
Autobiography.

Book No.: FR4-00072
Title: DIFFICILE LIBERTE
Author(s): LEVINAS, EMMANUEL
Narrator(s): ZOE LANTELME BELTH
Jewish Law

Book No.: FR4-00073
Title: SHOSHA
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Book No.: FR4-00074
Title: LE PROCES DE SHAMGOROD
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE
Narrator(s):

Book No.: FR4-00075
Title: L'ABBE GLASBERG: FATHER GLASBERG
Author(s): CANETTI, ELIAS
Narrator(s): HENNELIES GUGGENHEIM
Autobiography.